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By Mary Weber

Thomas Nelson Publishers, United States, 2018. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. She was far more capable than Earth s leaders had accounted for-and they had
no idea what she d do next. In this sequel to The Evaporation of Sofi Snow, Weber takes a darker
tone, delving into alien abduction, experimentation on children, the machinations of power-hungry
politicians, and black-market corruption.this is a well-paced page-turner. - Kirkus Review Known as
a brilliant mind that could hack humanity s darkest secrets, seventeen-year-old Sofi Snow is the
most wanted teenager alive. She found her way to the icy, technologically brilliant planet of Delon
to find Shilo, the brother everyone but Sofi believes is dead.But as she and Ambassador Miguel
partner to find her brother and warn those on Earth of Delon s dark designs on humanity, Sofi s
memories threaten to overtake her, distorting everything she holds true. She knows the Delonese
kept her in a dark, deceptive place . . . and destroyed a portion of her life. Now, the more they
discover of Sofi s past, the more Sofi feels herself unraveling-as each new revelation has her
questioning the very existence of reality.In this harrowing sequel...
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is fantastic. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. Your life period will probably be transform
when you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Cha nelle Roob-- Cha nelle Roob

The book is fantastic and great. It is rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. Your way of life period will likely be change when you full reading this
publication.
-- Elija h K upha l-- Elija h K upha l
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